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Paul Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos is a work for flute, male vocalist, and orchestra 

revised in 1994 according to the score given to me by the composer. A review of current 

research in klezmer heritage music is the starting point to place Klezmer Rondos in the context 

of art music infused with klezmer flavor.  Klezmer music can be defined as the instrumental folk 

music of Eastern European Jews, however because of its adaptability and quality of assimilating 

other cultures within it, this heritage music is constantly in flux.   By looking at the research in 

this field, I describe how the sound of klezmer music has evolved and how popular notions have 

been formed.  The body of this research explores the main musical aspects of Klezmer Rondos 

that can be tied to the klezmer tradition: scales and thematic materials, improvisatory 

elements, ornamentation, and instrumentation.  Klezmer Rondos moves beyond a simple 

arrangement of vernacular music for orchestra; it is a fusion of contemporary art music with 

the elements of klezmer style.  
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PURPOSE 
 

The purpose of this research is to explore the influence of klezmer music on the 

composition of Paul Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos.  The research will serve to answer two 

particular questions:   

1. What are the klezmer folk elements in Paul Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos? 

2. How does the klezmer style affect the performance? 

Each of these questions begets other questions which must be answered.  

  

What are the klezmer music elements in Paul Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos? 

• Does the thematic material use the typical scales of klezmer? 

• Is the scoring indicative of a klezmer sound and how so? 

• What klezmer dreydlekh1 are present in the solo parts or orchestra? 

• Are there improvisatory elements, such as dreydlekh, that are written out or not? 

• What is the significance of the vocal part? 

How does the klezmer style affect the performance? 

• What klezmer dreydlekh are written for the flute and piccolo? 

• What dreydlekh are written for the orchestra or vocalist? 

• How should they be performed? 

• Is there an improvisatory style that is written out or not? 

                                                           
1 Dreydlekh is Yiddish for twists or turns.  Essentially it is used to denote various forms of ornamentation in klezmer 
music.  
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SIGNIFICANCE AND STATE OF RESEARCH 
 

Revised in 1994, Paul Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos is one of the first overtly klezmer-

influenced pieces of classical music which also includes Robert Starer’s K’li Zemer. Although 

research in klezmer music has advanced in recent years, most of its focus has been on heritage 

or folk music; whereas, Klezmer Rondos represents the influence of heritage music on art 

music.  This work shows a departure from the traditional expectation of klezmer music being 

mainly for clarinet or purely instrumental.  The inclusion of the flute as the primary solo 

instrument and the voice as an additional solo part are unexpected elements, and what makes 

the current research significant is that klezmer music has migrated from a purely folk idiom into 

art music. Klezmer Rondos is one of the earliest and best examples of this klezmer-influenced 

classical music, and research up to this point has focused on the history and recent resurgence 

of interest in the klezmer music as folk or world music. 

Klezmer music is the instrumental folk music of Jews who had migrated to Eastern 

Europe and eventually to America2.  At one point, the majority of the Jewish community spoke 

Yiddish as a primary language, but as they adapted to the dominant culture’s languages, their 

music began to incorporate musical elements of non-Jewish origin into klezmer.  Significant 

research on the history of this folk music has been done by Moshe Beregovski, Yale Strom, Seth 

Rogovoy, and Mark Slobin.  Moshe Beregovski thoroughly catalogued tunes and stylistic 

characteristics of klezmer music in the Ukraine before World War II; however, with the 

Holocaust, the European tradition was all but completely destroyed. Fortunately, much of 

                                                           
2 After the destruction of the 2nd Temple in 70 CE, the Jewish people went into diaspora throughout the world.  
Those Jews who settled in Europe eventually migrated to Eastern Europe and then later moved to America are 
often referred to as the Ashkenazy Jews to distinguish them from the Sephardic Jews who settled in Spain and 
North Africa. Klezmer music is associated with the Ashkenazy Jews.  
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klezmer music already had been transplanted to the United States.   Beregovski’s discussion of 

scales and modes will be used in the analysis of Klezmer Rondos.  

What are the characteristics that create a Jewish sound in klezmer music beyond 

scale and mode?  Strom lists several ornaments or dreydlekh as essential to all klezmer 

music including the glitshn, krekhtsn, kneyshn, tshoks, and flageolets. Beyond these 

ornaments, the scales that Beregovski identified are often associated with Jewish music.  

Strom’s descriptions provide a starting point for examining the ornamentation that is 

written in Klezmer Rondos.  Slobin examines several recordings of one tune looking at 

the use of these dreydlekh, and his methodology can serve as a model for analysis of the 

melodic elements.  He compared two modern violin performers and two older 

recordings, in regard to krekhtsn, with quite different results.  One style of krekht 

performance involves the use of a stopped bow and a pitch displaced by an octave and a 

third whereas the older style uses no stopped bow and pitch displacement by a third 

only.3   These variances in performance practice perhaps may be evident in the score of 

Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos, but Slobin’s study and Strom’s descriptions provide a 

point of departure.  Slobin also describes several other aspects of music such as affect, 

form, ornamentation, tonality, and intonation as other critical areas of concern in 

klezmer music.4 

Walter Zev Feldman discusses the earlier klezmer repertoire of pre-World War II Europe 

that was imported to the United States and divides it into four categories:  core repertoire; 

                                                           
3 Slobin, Mark. The Fiddler on the Move (New York, New York, 2000), 102 – 122.  
4 Slobin, 97-100.  
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transitional or orientalized repertoire; co-territorial; and cosmopolitan.5  These repertoire 

distinctions are transferred to the early American klezmer groups but also demonstrate the tug-

of-war between Jewish tradition and adaptation that has been demonstrated throughout the 

development of klezmer.  As Feldman describes these categories, the core repertoire consists 

of dance tunes and traditional Jewish ritual tunes. The dance tunes include the freylach  and the 

sher which differ choreographically but not musically. Strom describes European klezmorim6 

that might play the same tune for a freylach that is used by another group to dance the sher. 

The other traditional Jewish ritual tunes, such as the kale bazetsn, dobraden, and dobranoch, 

accompanied specific activities of the wedding rituals.  Primarily Jewish in character, ritual 

tunes have an important role in the Jewish wedding ritual or dances.  Orientalized repertoire is 

the collection of tunes that have been distinctly influenced by the Eastern areas of the 

Ashkenazy portion of the Diaspora, and these tunes have a distinctly Greco-Turk or Middle 

Eastern influence.  The name of this portion of the repertoire, orientalized, implies that this 

repertoire is an adaptation from distant sources.  Co-territorial refers to music sources from a 

region inhabited by more than one ethnic group or a music shared by two adjacent territories.  

This repertoire provides another example of klezmer music’s hybridization of multiple sources. 

These tunes were “local dances of non-Jewish origin, played by klezmorim for non-Jews, and 

also at times for Jews.”7  Feldman’s final category, cosmopolitan, refers to music of Western 

and Central Europe such as the waltz, polka, and quadrille, and was performed for Jews and 

                                                           
5 Feldman, Walter Zev. “Bulgareasca/Bulgarish/Bulgar: The Transformation of a Klezmer Dance Genre.”  American 
Klezmer: Its Roots and Offshoots. Mark Slobin ed. (Berkeley and Los Angeles, California 2002). 92.  
6 Klezmorim  (Yiddish) is plural for klezmer which at one time meant the musician, so klezmorim means klezmer 
musicians.  Today the term klezmer has a broader meaning though the meaning for klezmorim has remained the 
same.  
7 Feldman/Slobin, 96.  
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non-Jews alike.8  In this case klezmorim are adapting to the multi-ethnic tastes of their 

audiences.  Feldman’s work serves as a basis for understanding the melodic elements of 

Schoenfield’s Klezmer Rondos and understanding the interconnections between Jewish 

traditions and their surrounding cultures.    

Throughout the history of klezmer music, the instrumentation of the performing group 

varied according to the needs of the music and the community.  Yale Strom points out the 

continued evolution of the klezmer instrumentation in America.   

Another significant change from Eastern Europe to America was the 
instrumentation of the klezmer bands, which was reflected in the arrangements 
for these music books.  Instead of tsimbl they had piano and, eventually, 
accordion parts.  Instead of bandura or cobza, the music was written for 
mandolin and, eventually, guitar and tenor banjo.  And instead of just clarinet, 
there were now parts arranged for E-flat alto and B-flat tenor saxophones.  
Klezmer violin gave way to the ever-increasing popularity of the clarinet… And 
tsimbl players in American became scarcer to find, since they could not compete 
against the louder and more readily available accordionists or pianists.9 

 
As Jews migrated to America in the early part of the twentieth century, these different 

instrumentations show a specific way in which klezmer musicians adapted to the surrounding 

culture of the United States.  Mass production and mass consumption of entertainment helped 

to fuel these changes which led to recordings as well as different instrumentations.  Jeffrey 

Wollock has researched recordings of Jewish music both in Europe and America and his 

research will provide a useful starting point to note how klezmer music changes over the first 

few decades of the twentieth century and how the European and American klezmer recordings 

differ in style as well as instrumentation.  Wollock’s work describes the traditional 

                                                           
8 Feldman/Slobin, 96.  
9Strom, Yale. The Book of Klezmer: The History, The Music, The Folklore (Chicago, Illinois, 2002), 151.  
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instrumentation of klezmer music and its evolution in the early part of the century.  Some 

aspects of Klezmer Rondos instrumentation align with some of his findings.   

In her article, The Multiple Voices of American Klezmer, Abigail Wood explores the trend 

of the newly expanding vocal role in the formerly instrumental world of klezmer.  She describes 

how the use of vocals is moving contemporary klezmer toward a union of Jewish music and 

world music.10  This increasing use of vocals in the recent folk music traditions likely affected 

the composition of Klezmer Rondos with its use of male vocal soloist.  The significance of this 

shift cannot be overstated, and Wood’s work places this diversion from purely instrumental 

music within the context of a broader trend in klezmer music.   The use of a vocalist in the midst 

of a work based on an instrumental tradition is unusual and must be explored, but the source 

may be found in a cultural tradition rather than in the relatively new trend to include vocals in 

klezmer heritage music’s revival.  

 Beginning in the late 1970s there was a resurgence of interest in klezmer music by such 

groups as the Klezmorim and the Klezmer Conservatory Band, and this renewed enthusiasm 

continued with other groups such as Brave Old World and Kapelye.  Musicologists have 

struggled with terms to define this klezmer renaissance.  The term revival with its implications 

as a tradition that has been broken has been rejected as inaccurate.  Scholars such as Mark 

Slobin and Barbara Kirshenblaat-Gimblett describe klezmer today as heritage music; and the 

thought behind this change is that klezmer represents not a revival of a dead music, but rather 

a living, breathing continuation of an older, ethnic tradition. Heritage is meant to imply that the 

tradition is alive and worthy of preservation.   Klezmer is vibrant today in bands as diverse as 

                                                           
10 Wood, Abigail.  “The Multiple Voices of American Klezmer.”  Journal of the Society for American Music (2007) 
1.3, 367 – 392.  
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the Klezmatics with the use of Woody Guthrie lyrics; the Crakow  Klezmer Band with its 

haunting instrumental sound;  Klezperanto which sounds influenced by south Louisiana Dixie 

and Zydeco; or klezmer clarinetist David Krakauer’s new collaboration in Abraham Inc. with its 

fusion of funk, klezmer, and rap.  Klezmer bands are incorporating more and more vocals into 

this micromusic11 of klezmer.  Micromusics are part of the superculture that Slobin describes as 

the overall American culture including Hollywood movies, pop music, literature, and all the 

other micromusics combined, and these micromusics interact with each other and the 

superculture to bring new combinations to the fore. Klezmer Rondos is one such new 

combination bringing the heritage music of klezmer together with classical concert music.  

Klezmer is present in such diverse formats as avant-garde performances by John Zorn to the 

classical stage adaptations by Itzhak Perlman.  These newest forms of klezmer are a hallmark of 

Jewish culture that simultaneously holds on to its tradition yet combines with the present 

dominant culture to create a new hybrid art form. This research will explore the newest form of 

klezmer music as art music and the defining klezmer aspects of Klezmer Rondos.   

    

                                                           
11 Slobin, Mark. American Klezmer: Its Roots and Offshoots, 2.  
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INTRODUCTION TO KLEZMER MUSIC 
 

The term klezmer came into common usage in English in the 1970’s during a revival of 

instrumental music of Eastern European Jewish heritage.  The origin of the term is Yiddish and 

is a hybrid of two Hebrew words, kle (vessel) and zemer (song); however the original meaning 

of klezmer was to denote the performer who played such music.  Today klezmer is used to 

describe both the music and musicians who perform this style of music.  The music itself was 

played throughout the European portion of the Ashkenazy diaspora up until 1939; while Jewish 

immigration to the United States transplanted the tradition from Europe to the U.S. during the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  

The term klezmerishe musik was first introduced in 1938 by the Soviet 
musicologist Moshe Beregovski to describe the traditional instrumental music of 
the Yiddish-speaking people of Eastern Europe.  The klezmorim (musicians) 
enjoyed a diverse repertoire of tunes for accompanying and celebrating Jewish 
festivities, such as the stately Dobri Den that welcomed guests on the morning 
of the wedding, the tear-jerking improvised solo obbligato taksims or doinas 
played during the veiling of the bride and the foot-stomping freylekhs that went 
on late at night.12  
 

This music was transferred to America and enjoyed its greatest popularity in the 1920’s – 

1940’s buoyed by the advent of recordings and the easy spread of popular culture.  American 

Jews were as influenced by the surrounding culture as the Eastern European klezmorim had 

been.  While European klezmorim might perform Jewish music as well as Rom, Bessarabian, or 

Ukrainian music; the American klezmer was as likely to incorporate American popular tunes, 

vaudeville songs, Yiddish theater songs, ragtime, or even jazz.  As the holocaust eliminated 

most of these Jewish musicians of Eastern Europe, the Americans that recorded in the early 

part of the twentieth century became the hallmark of the style for the next generation of this 
                                                           
12 Solomon, Sophie.  Masterclass, Klezmer Violin Techniques.  The Strad. 118:1401 (January 2007). 62.  
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primarily oral tradition.  Beregovski transcribed many of the tunes he collected in Europe, but 

the entire klezmer tradition was orally transmitted, so many tunes were likely lost during the 

holocaust.  Additionally the practice of studio recording in relatively short segments of time did 

not reflect the usual klezmer performance practice which might include a tune that lasted for as 

long as thirty minutes. These early twentieth century klezmer recordings were the source of the 

revival of this music in the 1970’s when the term klezmer was embraced, forming the basis of 

popular understanding of the sound of klezmer music; however these early recordings 

represent only a portion of the true variety, scope, and even instrumentation of the repertoire.   

Klezmer scholar Mark Slobin explains that our understanding of klezmer music falls under a 

penumbra partially because of the unrecorded oral tradition and the subsequent holocaust 

which destroyed many of these musicians. The divergence of tastes of the American Jewish 

audience from the Eastern European repertoire such as the replacement of the bulgar with the 

mambo in the 1940’s dwindled the living tradition, and the dearth of studies of Jewish cultural 

life in Eastern Europe additionally contributed to the lack of fullness of our understanding13. 

Nevertheless, since Klezmorim’s release of East Side Wedding, the revival brought renewed 

interest to this genre of music, and since the early years of its revitalization, klezmer music has 

continued to diverge in multifaceted ways.   

The conventional definition of klezmer as: 
  
the instrumental party music of Yiddish-speaking, Eastern European Jews goes a 
long way toward describing where klezmer came from, but it leaves out about 
one hundred years of klezmer history—ignoring the fact that along with the 
millions of Jews who emigrated from Eastern Europe to the United States at the 
turn of the twentieth century, so came klezmer, which like every other aspect of 
Jewish culture, subsequently underwent a process of Americanization and 

                                                           
13 Slobin, Mark. American Klezmer: Its Roots and Offshoots. (University of California Press: Berkeley). 2002. 6.  
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assimilation that spurred new and creative developments in the music… 
Klezmer…finds itself, rightly or wrongly, grouped as a subset of any one of a 
number of contemporary, “world-beat” fusions.14   
 

 Music that is preserved to retain its traditional identity is becoming commonly defined as 

heritage music by today’s musicologists.  Current klezmer music is connected to the heritage of 

its past, but it is constantly adapting and interacting with other parts of the superculture to 

create something new. It is these assimilations and adaptations that are one of the most 

interesting aspects of the klezmer tradition. Paul Schoenfield creates a new direction by 

infusing Klezmer Rondos with klezmer elements without sacrificing a contemporary classical 

composer’s style and musical language.    

 

 

 
 
 
  

                                                           
14 Rogovoy, Seth. The Essential Klezmer: A Music Lover’s Guide to Jewish Roots and Soul Music, from the Old World 
to the Jazz Age to the Downtown Avant-Garde. (Algonquin Books: Chapel Hill). 2000. 12.  
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SCALES AND THEMATIC MATERIALS 
 

Several aspects of the music in Klezmer Rondos illustrate a klezmer influence, but one 

that pervades the work is Schoenfield’s use of some unusual modes in the melodic materials.  

There are two particular modes that are of special interest in Jewish folk music which Moshe 

Beregovski refers to as “altered Phrygian” – Figure 1 and “altered Dorian” – Figure 2.  Both of 

these modes are featured prominently in Klezmer Rondos. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Altered Phrygian Mode15 

Though this sequence of notes resembles a harmonic minor sequence of C minor, it does not 

function in the same way.  The G’s of this scale are stable, but in harmonic minor, they would 

serve as a dominant to the tonic of C minor.  The altered Phrygian differs from the traditional 

Phrygian mode “in that the third is major in relation to the tonic (G-B), whereas in Phrygian it is 

minor. In a cadence rising to the tonic in Phrygian, there is a major third whereas in our altered 

Phrygian, it is always and without exception minor.  A further distinction is that the tonic triad 

of the altered Phrygian is major (G-B-D), lacking in Phrygian.”16 

 “The altered Dorian has a minor triad as its tonic chord; its tone sequence is:  

 

                                                           
15 Beregovski, Moshe. Jewish Instrumental Folk Music: The Collections and Writings of Moshe Beregovski. 
(Syracuse, New York, 2001), 15.  
16 Beregovski, Moshe. 16. 
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Figure 2 – Altered Dorian Mode17  
 

The fourth degree above the tonic is raised, the sixth is major, and the seventh is minor… The 

altered Phrygian mode occupies a conspicuous position. In the instrumental genres, 

approximately one-quarter of all tunes are built on this mode.”18  

These two unusual modes are featured throughout Klezmer Rondos in melodic 

fragments and in larger sections.  Both of these altered modes have two aurally interesting 

intervals including the augmented second between scale degrees 3-4 in Dorian and 2-3 in 

Phrygian, and a tritone between 1-4 in Dorian and 2-5 in Phrygian. These intervals contribute to 

the sound typically associated with many Jewish folk tunes that are performed in these altered 

modes.   

This G and C-sharp tritone interval is structurally significant in this work; this interval 

signals some large and small phrase points in the work and highlights that although much of 

this work seems like G minor, the C-sharp takes the sound to a more exotic, modern flavor.  

This G and C-sharp tritone signals the major structural points of the beginning of the vocal 

section at measure 677 and end of the work at m. 822.  The beginning of the vocal section 

highlights this interval in two ways; the anacrusis interval for the vocalist is a tritone- C-sharp to 

G, and the flutist begins the improvisatory statement of the cadenza on C-sharp simultaneously 

with the vocalist’s primary pitch of G.  The descending motive signals the end and is derived 

from the beginning flute solo, G-E-A-flat, which is transposed and transformed to B-flat- G- D-

flat. The tritone also acts as a structural marker with the flutist on a D-flat over a fading G minor 

chord. A dramatic phrase point which highlights the importance of this interval is at measure 

                                                           
17 Beregovski, Moshe. 16. 
18 Beregovski, Moshe. 16-17.  
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115; here the staccato melody returns in the brass but is punctuated by the end of a flourish in 

the flute which ends on a high C-sharp over a G bass.  It is not the tritone interval which is 

significant for the klezmer sound; however, it is the persistence of a G minor pitch center with 

an exaggerated use of C-sharp which draws the listener’s attention to the altered Dorian mode 

which is significant and typical of klezmer.   

An example of the straightforward use of this altered Dorian mode is at measures 118 to 

121 in the first violin part which clearly show a G minor arpeggio with an added C-sharp shown 

here in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3 – Schoenfield, mm. 119 – 123. 

When the same arpeggio figure is transformed at measure 129 with a B-flat minor arpeggio and 

an E natural, the sound is like a direct modulation.  The salient feature here is the augmented 

second which lends an exotic sound to both of these altered modes.  Schoenfield uses this 

interval in primary melodies as well as transitional material from measures 124 -136 in the first 

violin and solo flute lines shown below in Figure 4.   
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Figure 4 – Schoenfield, mm. 130 – 133. 

 
The use of the augmented second ties together the klezmer sound of the melodic 

elements and is an important feature of the piccolo cadenza which follows the Allegro dance 

section from measure 12 – 385.   At Figure 5 showing measure 386, the piccolo melody centers 

on E with frequently occurring F naturals and G sharps in a rhapsodic chant which highlights the 

use of the augmented second.  The E-F-G# scale fragment is an example of altered Phrygian 

often found in Jewish folk tunes.  Beregovski makes a point which may elucidate the use of the 

altered Phrygian mode, the improvisatory sound of the cadenza, and the following section using 

voice after this piccolo cadenza.  He says: 

as to the fiddler’s introduction, it is always a free recitative, at times interwoven with 
the characteristic stylistic features <intonatsii> of the badkhn’s19 singing.  The fiddler 
would try to move the listeners… One interesting detail here is striking: while the 
fiddler’s introduction and refrain make a unit with the badkhn’s singing, the two differed 
in mode.  Usually, the badkhn sang his couplets in natural minor, but the fiddler played 
the introduction and refrain in freygish, featuring an augmented second between the 
second and third steps.20   
 

                                                           
19 Badkhn or batkhn serves as a master of ceremonies of sorts at Jewish weddings telling stories and singing songs.  
20 Beregovski, Moshe. 12.  
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 Beregovski’s statement says many things that are of importance about this piccolo cadenza: 1) 

there are free sounding parts of the traditional klezmer music, 2) the recitative or improvisatory 

section is in altered Phrygian or freygish, and 3) there is singing after the cadenza or recitative.  

All of these elements apply directly to this piccolo cadenza and the piece as a whole.  

Schoenfield’s piccolo cadenza moves pitch center, and although it begins centered on E altered 

Phrygian, the pitch center moves several times revolving around the descending chromatic of E, 

E-flat, and D.   

 
Figure 5 – Schoenfield, mm. 388 – 391.  

At 428A, the piccolo starts a melody in D altered Dorian and repeats the same melodic 

fragment at B-flat altered Dorian at 428I.  Shown in Figure 6, this melody in the piccolo cadenza 

is significant because it brings back the use of Dorian after the use of freygish. 
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Figure 6 – Schoenfield, mm. 428A – 428B.  

Klezmer Rondos can be divided into four main sections: A. “Introduction and Allegro” B. 

“Piccolo Cadenza” C. “Wedding Dance” and D. the “Vocal Rondo.”  The entire piece does not 

conform to a traditional rondo form; however some of the smaller sections, such as the “Vocal 

Rondo,” are in rondo form.   The Dorian mode dominates the “Wedding Dance” section which 

begins after the melodic fragments at measure 429 as the orchestra provides more melody and 

rhythm following the piccolo cadenza.   This melody from the end of the piccolo cadenza is 

carried over into other orchestral parts as the “Wedding Dance” section proceeds:  first 

trumpet in F-sharp altered Dorian at m. 430, then soprano saxophone in C# altered Dorian at m. 

435, clarinet in E altered Dorian at m. 440.  The accelerating downbeats and upbeats of this 

vaudeville evocative section propel the tempo forward as the key centers change to D altered 

Dorian at measure 518.  Eventually an unexpected A Lydian brings the piece back to F-sharp 

altered Dorian, and then a diminished F-sharp harmony pushes the tonal center back toward G.  

The C Section finishes with the descending third then fifth motive sounding a tritone between 

the flute and the bass at measure 677.   

 The “Vocal Rondo” section begins at m. 677 and exhibits the use of these two unusual 

modes of altered Phrygian and altered Dorian.   The vocal solo begins in G altered Dorian with 

the flutist playing the same motivic figure that began the piccolo cadenza, but now in C-sharp 

altered Phrygian; however, the figure soon diverges from the original piccolo cadenza.  Aside 

from the flute reminiscence of the piccolo cadenza in altered Phrygian, most of Vocal Rondo 

section of the piece derives its melodies from the altered Dorian.  The key centers are quite 

varied as the six verses of the poem unfold.   
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Verse Key Center 
1 G altered Dorian   
2 C altered Dorian    F altered Dorian 
3 D altered Dorian   G altered Dorian 
4 E-flat altered Dorian   A-flat altered Dorian 
5 F# altered Dorian   
6 D altered Dorian   G altered Dorian 

Figure 7 – Key Centers in Vocal Solo 

The first verse is in G altered Dorian outlined clearly with an ascending G minor triad in the 

voice part.  The succeeding three verses are divided into two phrases in which the first phrase 

temporarily creates a tonicization that is fifth below the second phrase.   The two parts of these 

verses resemble a dominant-tonic relationship, except that both phrases are in altered Dorian.  

The second verse begins in C altered Dorian and moves to F altered Dorian.  Likewise the third 

verse starts in D and ends in G; the fourth starts in E-flat and ends in A-flat.  The fifth verse 

centers on F-sharp and exhibits qualities of both the altered Dorian and the natural minor by 

using both a sharp and natural fourth scale degree – B and B-sharp. The sixth verse is divided 

into a seeming dominant-tonic two part structure similar to the second, third, and fourth 

verses; however, this time the key centers are D with a return to G altered Dorian which began 

the D section or “Vocal Rondo.”   In all of the verses, there are exceptions to the use of the 

mode; however, the melodic cadential pattern, 5- sharp 4 – flat 3 – 2 – 1, each time convinces 

the listener that the mode is of significance. Accompanying the vocal line is a simple chordal 

accompaniment in the winds and strings and the flute has an ornamental filigree of arpeggios 

and flourishes.  These materials are sometimes chromatic but the pitches come primarily from 

the altered Dorian mode.  
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 The verses of this vocal section provide the ritornello section of this rondo; and the 

intervening sections use the altered Dorian mode.  Some transitional elements particularly 

highlight part of the scale.  The vocal verses end with a scale descent like  

D- C-sharp - B-flat- A - G in measure 723 which is echoed in the orchestral cadence at measure 

725 and shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 – Schoenfield, mm. 724.5 – 725.  

This five note descent which highlights the augmented second is repeated in a phrase extension 

that takes six beats rather than three at measure 739.  This extension is taken to the flute part 

and expanded to seven beats at measure 759.  These motives are sometimes transposed from 

the cadential pattern of the vocal solo and other times altered slightly.  In measure 767, the 

strings and flute play this descending five note patterns.  This motive can be clearly heard by 

the listener though the defining augmented second interval is respelled enharmonically.   It is 
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important to note that the lyric melodies which are the most obvious use of the altered Dorian 

are not the only examples of Schoenfield’s use of this modal material. They exist in scale 

fragments as motives in transitional materials, extended cadences, and bass lines (like measure 

12).  Figure 9 illustrates some of these scale fragments.  

 
Figure 9 – Schoenfield, mm. 759 – 771.  

As the work progresses, the use of these modes becomes more apparent as noted in examples 

such as Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9; however, at the beginning of the work, the use of these 

modes is more ambiguous.  From the opening glissando on G in the trumpet, a brief presto 

introduction seems to cadence on a C chord mixed with a B chord, but this is not a true 

indication of tonality.  This seemingly authentic V-I cadence is blurred by a bi-tonal chord and 

the true key center is not C.  The C and B major chords are misleading and play no important 

role in the pitch organization of the rest of the introductory section.  One could argue that the 

opening section is a dominant-tonic relationship with a G based section in C harmonic minor 

which cadences to C major with a B major color chord, yet this tonality is not borne out in the 
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following phrase.  The G pitch center persists through the first flute note which is simultaneous 

with the dual chord cadence, and this G pitch center continues in the Allegro section beginning 

at m. 12 with G in the bass.  The beginning of the work seems to draw materials from the 

altered Phrygian with a G and a prominent A-flat and B natural in the trumpet line, but the 

cadence at measure 8 to a C major chord overlaid with a B major chord defies the expectation 

of a traditional dominant-tonic relationship. This expectation of cadence to C is defied because 

the solo flute entrance confirms the importance of G not C, and with the descending third then 

fifth motive highlights the A-flat one would expect with the altered Phrygian.  This descending 

motive in the flute part at measure 8 which outlines a seventh by first a third then a fifth, G-E-

A-flat, is recognizable structural element as it begins and ends the piece.  The first and last 

statements of this descending motive are shown below in Figures 10 and 11.  

 
Figure 10 – Schoenfield, mm. 8 – 9.  

 
Figure 11 – Schoenfield, m. 820.  

After the opening introductory phrases, the first large section begins at measure 12 and 

continues with a G pitch center; however, the rising bass motive (G, C-sharp, D, B-flat) 
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highlights the sharp fourth scale degree which is a notable feature of the altered Dorian. 

Although the flute solo stays more closely aligned to G minor, the prominence of these C-sharps 

in the midst of a primarily G minor section evokes the altered Dorian in the accompaniment. 

IMPROVISATORY ELEMENTS AND ORNAMENTATION 
 
 Yale Strom describes a tune that was played for him by a klezmer musician saying, “it 

had an improvisational feel (he never played it the same way twice).”21  This improvisational 

feel is a unifying thread in all klezmer music and contributes to the klezmer sound of Klezmer 

Rondos. The improvisational aspects of traditional heritage music often manifest as rubato, but 

Schoenfield carefully notates his rhythms to achieve a similar affect.  Rhythm sounds 

improvised when it is unpredictable; Schoenfield incorporates this unpredictability into Klezmer 

Rondos by using mixed meters, phrases of unusual length, and a cadenza with fermatas, 

allowing the flute soloist liberty of pacing and rhythmic flexibility. In addition to improvisational 

elements, ornamentation and performance style contribute to the klezmer flavor of this work.  

Klezmer Rondos includes sounds where true and illusory spontaneity are also used in aleatoric 

or specific instructions in the score.  

In order to create freedom of sound without being formless, the composer has written 

basic rhythmic structures that are then denied a usual treatment. Schoenfield does this in 

Klezmer Rondos by using a folk-song sounding theme with an original regular four measure 

phrase structure, but he writes phrases of unequal length. 

                                                           
21 Strom, Yale. 344.  
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Figure 12 – Schoenfield, mm. 20 – 27.  

 
A four bar phrase is implied, but the second phrase is delayed by a measure.  The notes of the 

melody might feel normal in a 4+4+4+4 structure, but Schoenfield extends the first two phrases 

and creates a 5+5+4+4 period structure; additionally, he extends some measures to be in 3/4 

meter rather than prevailing 2/4 meter thus contributing to phrase structure’s variability rather 

than regularity.    

A regular consequent phrase is two four bar phrases in 2/4, but in this example starting 

with Figure 12, the antecedent phrase uses mixed meters and unusual phrase lengths, lending 

unpredictability to this simple melody. When this melody returns at measure 67, it begins as a 

four bar phrase, but the second phrase has a rhythmic extension with a 5/8 bar and ten 

measures truncated from this return of the anticipated sixteen bars. When the melody returns 

for the third statement at measure 116, the consequent period is again absent; but the first 

phrase is four bars of 2/4, and the second phrase includes a 3/4 bar resulting in the rhythmic 

delay which displaces prior melodic expectations that are either assumed or stated in this 

theme. Though these extended phrases do not sound exactly improvisatory, the 

unpredictability is a natural extrapolation of the improvisational idea through the tools of a 

modern composer.  
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In the piccolo solo at 386 shown in Figure 13, the improvisatory effect is more obvious.  

The solo has a cadenza-like quality with the piccolo as the star, and the underlying 

orchestration is quiet and subdued.  Subtly adding to the improvisatory effect are aleatoric 

four-note tremolos in the piano and second violin.  The piccolo is the vehicle for this 

improvisatory statement in the following example.    
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Figure 13 – Schoenfield, mm. 386 – 400.  

Phrases start and end unpredictably, with the shifting meter and irregular phrase 

lengths contributing to a sense of improvisation, and the meter changes speak to this 

irregularity.  Beginning at 386, the meters are 4/4, 7/8, 2/4, 4/4, 4/4, 2/4, 3/4, 3/8, 3/8, 

2/4+1/16, 3/4, 9/32, 3/8, 7/16, 2/8 etc. - ever shifting and erratic; and additionally the marked 

tempos shift throughout the piccolo solo, adding to the sense of spontaneity.  Measure 386 is 

marked quarter = 60; measure 390 is marked quarter = 54; then at 392 the eighth note = 80; 

then an accelerando; measure 394 with the eighth note = 112; then a ritardando to measure 

395 marked at eighth note = 66.  These tempo markings, in addition to several fermatas, create 

a spontaneous sound in this section despite the careful control of meter and tempo by the 

composer.  Though the meters are utilized to coordinate harmonic changes with the soloist, no 

sense of tempo and beat is established until near the end of the cadenza.   
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Figure 14 – Schoenfield, mm. 428A – 428B.  

Though this section is not marked explicitly as a cadenza, Schoenfield clarifies his intent 

at measure 428A with a marking for the pianist to keep the pedal down through the piccolo 

cadenza as shown above in Figure 14.  Until measure 428A, the melody is improvisatory, with 

alternations of florid runs and static notes, but at 428A, the piccolo begins a melody that is 

metrically regular for ten beats and is in altered Dorian – a departure from the altered Phrygian 

at the beginning of the cadenza. This theme is interrupted by more rhapsodic writing and 

shifting meters; however, the return at 428I at a different pitch level is in common time.  This 

last cadenza statement foreshadows the Dorian melody stated in various orchestral voices as 

the accompaniment returns to regular rhythm at 429.  

 Throughout Klezmer Rondos, Schoenfield includes performance instructions for both the 

soloist and the orchestra, and the instructions are designed to achieve the free and 

improvisatory effect previously discussed, while others are meant to indicate a mood, provide 

precision, give freedom, or designate a playing style.  These remarks provide insight into the 

concerns of the composer and the klezmer style.  Shown in Figure 15, one of the first examples 

of these instructions is the word “klezmerdic” in measure 58 over the clarinet part.  These notes 
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are marked with curved lines to indicate scooped pitch at the beginnings of the notes.  These 

types of bent notes are typical of klezmer dreydlech and most closely resemble what Strom 

refers to as “kneytshn.” 

 
Figure 15 – Schoenfield, mm. 58 – 60.  

At measures 247-8, Schoenfield includes the direction to the orchestra to “play all 

figures in this section (i.e. up to 52.3) bizarrely and with exaggeration.” The composer’s 

instruction aims for a sound that is beyond the straightforward notation and allows for a degree 

of liberty beyond the notation stylistically.  At measure 311, the composer adds a comment 

regarding the performance of the tremolo-like figures in the flute part, with the direction, 

“flute: the exact number of notes in these figures is not mandatory.”  As the figures are very 

rapid, one assumes that the composer is aiming for an effect of quick fluttering notes, but the 

notes need not be precisely the number that are indicated in the score.  This marking allows for 

discretion by the performer and therefore is inherently improvisatory.  At measure 413, 

Schoenfield gives the instruction in the piccolo solo to begin a trill slowly and accelerate.  This 

method of trilling gives the sound of improvisation, yet Schoenfield asserts composer-led 

control to achieve this result.  
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A discussion of the improvisatory elements in Klezmer Rondos must include 

klezmer ornamentation.  Strom lists several ornaments or dreydlekh as essential to all 

klezmer music: 

• The glitshn (Yid.:slippery, sliding areas) were glissandos.  The 
violinist would slide, usually rapidly, his finger from the lowest 
note to the highest.  

• The krekhtsn (Yid.:groans, moans) were the moaning, achy long 
notes that gave klezmer music its distinctive sound, used usually 
by the violinist and clarinetist to evoke a lament.  

• The kneytshn (Yid.: fold, wrinkle, crease, crumple) were short 
notes with the achiness of the krekhtsn, but they were swallowed 
sharply as if squeezing the tip of the sound.  

• The tshoks (Yid.: lavishness, splendor, bluff, swagger) were “bent” 
notes (purposefully not in concert pitch but just slightly under or 
over the actual note) with a laugh-like sound that was more cackle 
than giggle.  

• Finally the flageolets (It.: small flute) were harmonics, generally 
produced on the violin.  Their use allowed the klezmer to create 
rapid whistling sounds evoking the heavens.22  

 

Strom’s descriptions are vague and other sources do not agree on terminology; so ascertaining 

the name of the ornamentation Schoenfield uses is difficult, but the intent of klezmer 

ornamentation is still clear.  In the instructional DVD Learn to Play Klezmer Music: Improvising 

in the Tradition, Andy Statman, a noted modern klezmer clarinetist, mentions ornaments with 

differing nomenclature.  The glitshn, he refers to as a slurs, but it is clear that these are upward 

glissandi; however the slurs that Statman demonstrates are predominantly smaller than the 

interval of a fifth, whereas the glissando or glitsh on the violin is limited only by the length of 

the string for the size of the interval.   Schoenfield uses this glissando effect several times 

                                                           
22 Strom, Yale. 120-121.  
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throughout Klezmer Rondos, with a couple of long glissandi and several pitch scoops which may 

conform to the idea of Statman’s slurs.  In the opening measure in the trumpet shown here in 

Figure 16, there is a long glissando marked over a fermata for beyond an octave slide, and this 

idea is repeated when this syncopated introductory phrase returns at measure 359 with a 

trumpet glissando or glitsh in measure 358.   

 
Figure 16 – Schoenfield, mm. 1 – 6.  

Shorter slides, like the slurs demonstrated by Statman, are more frequent in Klezmer Rondos. 

For Statman, a dreidl23 is a twist around a main note, and he demonstrates this ornament from 

below to a step above the main note, with the resulting three note figure not unlike a turn or 

grupetto. For example, Schoenfield writes a turn-like figure for the flute/piccolo soloist at the 

beginning of the cadenza and the vocal solo.  The example shown in Figure 17 is from the 

beginning of the vocal solo section; however, the melodic materials at the beginning of the 

piccolo cadenza are remarkably similar and show the use of this turn-like figuration.   

Figure 17 – Schoenfield, mm. 677 – 678.  

                                                           
23 Dreidl is singular of the Yiddish term dreydlekh which mean twists or turns.  
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Statman’s demonstrations of the dreidl could be perceived as a grace note above the main note 

that predominantly occurs after an ascending line.  This grace note sounding dreidl is included 

on Carol Wincenc’s recording of Klezmer Rondos in the following example shown in Figure 18.   

 
Figure 18 – Schoenfield, m. 428I.  

Statman demonstrates an ornament on a long pitch with a slow bend below and back to the 

pitch but does not name the ornament.  In the piccolo cadenza at measure 411, the two notes 

deliberately marked to sharpen the pitch seem the most similar Statman’s slow pitch bend, but 

these notes bend in the opposite direction of Statman’s.  As another type of ornament, Statman 

demonstrates a “laughing” sound which is a short note followed by a deep pitch bend down 

with the tone swallowed at the end; he describes this ornament as a kvetch and states that it 

should be used sparingly.  This kvetch might be what Strom described as a tshok.  Schoenfield 

uses an effect at measure 58 in the clarinet part that may be similar to those described by 

Statman and Strom.  Here the clarinet plays short notes preceded by half step above grace 

notes with glissandi down to the main note.  The result is a downward pitch bend with a 

swallowed ending, and Schoenfield marks this section “klezmerdic.” This same downward pitch 

bend from above the main note is featured again in the clarinet part at measures 163 and 303.   
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Figure 19 – Schoenfield, mm. 163 – 165.  

Both Strom’s description and Statman’s demonstrations differ from Schoenfield’s ornaments in 

Klezmer Rondos in that his ornamentation begins from above the main note; however, they are 

similar in that both have downward pitch bends and end with a swallowed sound.  The 

swallowed sound at the end of the ornament may make these examples conform to Strom’s 

description of the kneytshn which are short notes that are sharply swallowed.  Regardless of 

whether this sound fits precisely into traditional klezmer music, Schoenfield clearly indicated a 

klezmer ornament in these locations, with his notation klezmerdic.  In Masterclass, Klezmer 

Violin Technique, Sophie Solomon states “the essential klezmer ornament, the krekhts, meaning 

moan or sob, is a direct mimic of the cantorial ornament of the same name.”24 She describes 

the technique on the violin as being “achieved by rapidly slapping the string with a flicking 

fourth finger, as you pull fast with the bow.”  These actions by a violinist will result in a quick, 

higher note situated at the end of a structural melodic note to simulate a vocal sob. In Klezmer 

Rondos the flute part contains a marking which may emulate this sob or krekht at measures 

762-765 and can be seen earlier in Figure 9.  The flutist has a longer note followed by a 

glissando mark to a higher and shorter note.    This section for the flutist is marked “flirting” 

                                                           
24 Sophie Solomon. Masterclass, Klezmer Violin Techniques.  The Strad 118:1401 (January 2007), 63.  
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seems opposite of the affect of a sob, but certainly it is within a modern composer’s 

prerogative to flout convention.  
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SCORING AND ORCHESTRATION 
 
 The scoring of Klezmer Rondos is another aspect of the klezmer influence in this work. 

The choice of flute as the primary soloist may seem an odd choice, but there are sound 

historical reasons for the choice.  Clarinet is most often associated with traditional klezmer 

music in popular thought; however, the instruments used to express this Jewish music have and 

are still ever changing.  Part of the reason for this popular conception is that recordings from 

the early twentieth century featured clarinet soloists such as Naftule Brandwein and Dave 

Tarras.  These recordings provided an oral basis for the 1970’s revival with the Klezmorim and 

the Klezmer Conservatory Band, thus the living tradition of klezmer heritage music is heavily 

influenced by the period of time when these tunes were first recorded.  Klezmer music existed 

long before Moshe Beregovski coined the term, or it was used to capture the imagination of 

record labels of the modern age.  Klezmer band instrumentation varied greatly throughout time 

and with locally available instruments; likewise, the instrumentation tastes of American klezmer 

musicians of the 1920’s – 1940’s reflected their own time, temperament, and available 

instrumental resources.  By the early part of the twentieth century, the clarinet began to play a 

significant role in traditional klezmer music as it does in Klezmer Rondos.  In Schoenfield’s work, 

the clarinet often provides most obvious examples of klezmer ornamentation, and from 

contemporary photographs, art, and literature, it is known that violin had an important role in 

klezmer music.  Evidence of this importance in literature is shown in the 1888 novella by 

Sholom Aleichem, Stempenyu, about a klezmer violinist, and it showcases the importance of the 

klezmer band’s violinist. Yale Strom writes about the role of the violin in klezmer music: 

 Since the mid-sixteenth century, when the violin as we know it today was 
invented, it had become the leader and symbol of klezmer music through the 
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nineteenth century.  On my ethnographic treks I found violins as decorative art 
carved into the Toyre Arks in several synagogues in Poland; carved in to Jewish 
tombstones in Dorohoi, Romania and Siroki (Soroca), Moldova; and painted on 
the ceiling of a synagogue with zodiac motifs in Vaslui, Romania… Up until the 
nineteenth century and the introduction of woodwinds and brass, most klezmer 
kapelyes 25consisted of strings (violin, cello, bass, tsimbl), percussion (Turkish 
drum, cymbals, woodblock), and some plectrum instruments (mandolin, bandura 
in southwest Ukraine, and cobza in Bessarabia).   
 

Before the common usage of the nineteenth century kapelye instrumentation described above, 

other instruments were popular with klezmorim.  “Jewish folk musicians from the Middle Ages 

through the seventeenth century in Germany, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia played a variety of 

instruments, including the cittern, lute zither, shawm, harp, flageolet, harpsichord, dudlezack, 

Judenleier, postin, Judenharfe, zink and hackbrett.”26 These instruments are quite different 

from the instruments used in the late nineteenth century. Although not mentioned in either of 

these descriptions, we know that the flute was used in Eastern European klezmer bands.  The 

following photographic examples depict klezmer ensembles with one or more flutists.   

 
Figure 2027 – Photograph 

 

                                                           
25 Kapelye is the term Strom uses to denote a klezmer band.  
26 Strom, Yale. 12.  
27 Beregovski, Moshe. 17.  
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Figure 2128 – Photograph 

 

 
 Figure 2229 – Photograph 
 
Strom recalls the prominence of a klezmer flutist of the nineteenth century: “another well-

known Hungarian klezmer musician was Joseph Schlesinger, born in 1794, who was famous for 

his flute playing and in particular for the klezmer nuances he gave to Jewish and Hungarian folk 

tunes.”30 Thus Schoenfield’s choice to score for flute in a klezmer work is not without 

precedent, but given current popular conceptions of the klezmer sound, the use of flute is a 

curious and unusual choice.  Perhaps at its heart, this choice forces the listener to hear klezmer 

                                                           
28 Beregovski, Moshe. 18.  
29 Rogovoy, Seth. 23.  
30 Strom, Yale. 80. 
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in a somewhat unexpected way and thus hear with “new” ears.  The sound is unusual, yet still 

lying within the heritage of the klezmer tradition.   

 The orchestra itself is filled with klezmer sounds, and in essence the scoring of Klezmer 

Rondos is for klezmer band and strings.  Strings were an important part of klezmer ensembles 

for many years, but their diminishing importance during the early twentieth century recording 

age of klezmer remains in this work.  In Klezmer Rondos, the strings rarely display the melodic 

line and often act as a background texture for the winds.  The addition of various winds in 

klezmer music kapelyes can be traced to conscription of the Jews into the Russian army in the 

nineteenth century, and many of the Eastern European Jews lived in a part of Russia called the 

Pale of Settlement.   

 
Figure 2331 – Map  

 

                                                           
31 Rogovoy, Seth. 21.  
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In the army, Jews were not only introduced to wind instruments, but many also learned 
to read and arrange music.  There was not much room in a czarist military band for 
string players, so many klezmer violinists became trumpeters to avoid combat… Their 
years of playing military music also changed the makeup of the kapelyes in Europe in the 
late nineteenth century, whose woodwind-and-brass sound (sometimes led by a 
violinist) crossed the Atlantic and in turn influenced the repertoire and makeup of the 
klezmer bands in America. The ensembles could be as large as fifteen musicians, and 
played a combination of violin, bass, clarinet, flute, piccolo, cornet, trumpet, trombone, 
alto saxophone, tuba, snare and bass drums, cymbals, and woodblock.32 

 

Schoenfield scores Klezmer Rondos for a similar orchestration: E-flat clarinet doubling on B-flat 

clarinet, alto saxophone doubling on soprano saxophone, tenor saxophone, C trumpet, B-flat 

cornet, trombone, tuba, two percussionists, optional male vocalist (can be substituted by tenor 

sax at the composer’s suggestion), piano, flute concertante doubling on piccolo, and strings 

with a suggested distribution as follows 6+6+4+4+2.  

                                                           
32 Strom, Yale. 99.  
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Figure 24 – Schoenfield’s Instrumentation for Klezmer Rondos.33  
 

There is a notable absence of pairs of winds or double reeds, and therefore the orchestration is 

not traditional.  It is a klezmer band or kapelye as Strom described, and primary melodic lines 

are scored for wind instruments in Klezmer Rondos.  

Schoenfield’s orchestration differs somewhat from Strom’s description of the kapelyes 

of Eastern Europe in a couple of significant ways that relate to the Americanization of the 

                                                           
33 Schoenfield, Paul. Klezmer Rondos. (Davidge Publishing, Shoreview, Minnesota). 1994. Preface page.   
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klezmer sound by the addition of saxophones and piano.  This change of instrumentation was 

reflected in music books used by klezmer musicians in America.   

Instead of tsimbl they had piano… and instead of just clarinet, there were now 
parts arranged for E-flat alto and B-flat tenor saxophones. Klezmer violin gave way to 
the ever-increasing popularity of the clarinet… Tsimbl players in America became scarcer 
to find, since they could not compete against the louder and more readily available 
accordionists or pianists.34 

 
Klezmer Rondos features the saxophones or clarinets as the primary melodic voice, and 

the piano also plays a significant role, recalling a ragtime or vaudeville sound.  This use 

of other forms of vernacular music is common to the klezmer musician who often 

adapted his repertoire to the co-territorial non-Jewish neighbors and their tastes.   

 The use of a vocal soloist is an unexpected element in a piece entitled Klezmer 

Rondos because traditionally, klezmer music meant Jewish instrumental music; 

however, there is a cultural source for the use of a vocalist within a traditionally 

instrumental genre.  Klezmer music is strongly associated with ritual times of Jewish life 

especially the wedding.  In addition to the klezmorim35, weddings in Eastern Europe also 

used a master of ceremonies, the batkhn.  “Among these musicians was a folk bard who 

concentrated on song and story: the batkhn… His often semi-improvised rhyming poems 

were called batkhones… He often recited or sung his batkhones unaccompanied, but 

sometimes was accompanied by a klezmer or accompanied himself.”36  Perhaps this 

batkhn idea is the source of the vocal solo at the end of the work.  The text is in Yiddish, 

and the choice of language indicates the Jewish nature of the work.  Klezmer music is 

                                                           
34 Schoenfield, Paul. 151.  
35 Klezmorim is plural for klezmer which implied at one time only the musician, so klezmorim are klezmer 
musicians.  
36 Schoenfield, Paul. 26.  
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primarily associated with the Ashkenazy Jews of Eastern Europe who spoke Yiddish.  In 

Beregovski’s observation, the batkhn’s vocal part follows an improvised fiddle solo in 

freygish and is in natural minor.  Parallels in Klezmer Rondos exist, with an improvised 

sounding piccolo solo in freygish followed by a vocal solo in a different mode.  

Beregovski observed the natural minor as the usual key of the batkhn solo, but the vocal 

solo in Klezmer Rondos is in altered Dorian.  The key distinction is of little consequence; 

however, the important point is that there is an improvised section in freygish, and it is 

followed by a vocal solo in a different mode or key, supporting the premise that Klezmer 

Rondos references the Jewish wedding rituals for which klezmer musicians performed. 

In recent years many of the klezmer revival bands, such as the Klezmatics and Brave Old 

World, have also incorporated an increased use of vocal music into performances and 

recordings, and this newly created mixture of vocal and instrumental orchestration may 

have been present in the composer’s mind during the composition of Klezmer Rondos.   
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CONCLUSION 

 The adaptation of folk music or vernacular music to the concert stage is nothing new, 

yet Klezmer Rondos by Paul Schoenfield achieves something novel.  Klezmer Rondos is not a folk 

song suite setting of folk tunes arranged for orchestra, it is “original” art music that has been 

thoroughly infused with the flavor of klezmer music.  This work is no literal transcription; 

original in thought and conception, it brings to light the rich music of the Jewish culture of 

Eastern Europe and America through the prism of a modern composer’s language.  The primary 

elements of the klezmer language permeate this work, including the modes upon which the 

thematic materials are based, ornamentation, improvisatory style, and even the 

instrumentation.  All of these elements speak to the klezmer nature, but Schoenfield’s work 

would not quite fit into a heritage music festival of klezmer music, for Klezmer Rondos is high 

art.  The most interesting facet within the tradition of klezmer music is the adaptability of 

klezmer music to new circumstances; and his work, Paul Schoenfield creates a new vision of 

what these musical building blocks provide without losing a sense of modernity or the roots in 

traditional klezmer music.  Both performers and audiences will benefit from a greater 

understanding of the underlying klezmer influences and cultural context of Paul Schoenfield’s 

Klezmer Rondos.     
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